Welcome Barb Mann, Reese Library's New Head Librarian

The Georgia Regents University Libraries are pleased to announce the selection of a new head librarian for Reese Library, Barbara Mann. Mann most recently served as Associate Director for Public Services at the University of Maryland University College. She has extensive experience serving a number of national library and information science organizations in leadership and on committees.

Read more

Upcoming Events

October 7
Gravely Mistaken: History and Fiction Intersect
2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
University Hall
Room 157

In celebration of Georgia Archives Month, come learn how local author Janis Ann Parks used the University Libraries’ archival resources to develop her historical
Greenblatt Library's First NLM Georgia Biomedical Informatics Course

Greenblatt Library successfully hosted its first National Library of Medicine Georgia Biomedical Informatics Course from Sept. 14 through 20 at Brasstown Valley Resort in northern Georgia. Thirty healthcare professionals, medical librarians, and information technologists from 19 states attended the immersive course. Leaders in the biomedical informatics field conducted twenty-two lectures and workshops on topics from “Natural Language Processing and Semantic Medline” to “Big Data and the Cloud.”

Read more

Faculty Author Reception

Writing or editing a book can be a long, arduous, and often solitary process. Join the GRU Libraries as we celebrate GRU faculty who have committed to that difficult journey at the Faculty Author Reception. The reception will be held on Wednesday, Oct. 15 from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on the Health Sciences Campus at Greenblatt Library in Room AB-155.

Read more

Georgia Archives Month

Want to find out if you’re “Gravely Mistaken,” promote history for budding researchers, or take a walk with GRU’s ghosts? If you’re interested in any of these things, you’ll want to join the GRU University Libraries as they celebrate Georgia Archives Month.

Read more

Celebrate Medical Libraries in October

In honor of Open Access Month, Sandra Bandy, Content Management Librarian, will discuss the GRU Scholarly Commons as a repository and open access resource. Visit the Library on Demand website for more information.

Read more
The Greenblatt Library will celebrate National Medical Librarians Month by serving cake on Thursday, Oct. 23, 2014 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in front of the Library Information desk. You can also enter a drawing to win a free lunch with a medical librarian! Register for the drawing here.

Read more

Royal Photographic Society's "International Images for Science 2013" Exhibition

Georgia Regents University will host the Royal Photographic Society's "International Images for Science 2013" exhibition at the GRU Greenblatt and Reese Libraries from Oct. 22 to Nov. 30, 2014. This will be the only showing in the United States of the RPS biennial exhibition and it will be open to the public during operating hours of the GRU Libraries. Read more

Faculty and Staff News

Learn about new additions to GRU Libraries' staff and read about publications by GRU Libraries' faculty. Read more

Library Hours

Greenblatt Library

Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 a.m. - Midnight
Friday 7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sun. Noon - Midnight

Reese Library
Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m

Friday 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Sun. 1:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Robert B. Greenblatt, M.D. Library
706-721-3441
LIBREF@gru.edu

Reese Library
706-737-1744
reference@gru.edu
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